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Posted on April 1, 2012 by Dennis 

 

The King of Animals! 

CFS Releasing/MVD 

Legend of Boggy Creek- 

Director: Charles B. Pierce 

Writer: Earl E. Smith (screenplay) 

Stars: Willie E. Smith, John P. Hixon and Vern Stierman 

(From imdb.com) 

The Capture of Bigfoot- 

Director: Bill Rebane 

Writers: Ingrid Neumayer (original screenplay), Bill Rebane(original screenplay) 



Stars: Janus Raudkivi, Randolph Rebane and Stafford Morga 

(From imdb.com) 

The Legend of Bigfoot- 

Director: Harry Winer 

Writers: Harry Winer, Paula Labrot 

Stars: Ivan Marx and Peggy Marx 

(From imdb.com) 

What they say: It’s rednecks vs. Bigfoot and three times the flesh-tearing thrills 

– all for one low price! First up in this hairy and scary collection is the vintage 

classic “”The Barbaric Beast of Boggy Creek”" as a poor family is stalked by the 

beast in rural Arkansas. Then, to cool things down a bit is “”Capture of Bigfoot,”" 

where fur trappers and hunters go up against a family of winter Yeti intent on 

saving their land! And rounding out this trilogy of terror is “”Legend of Bigfoot,”" 

as a lone hunter searching for the elusive beast in the Northwest. Gear up for 

these down-home Sasquatch cinema classics! 

What I say: Using only the finest 3rd generation VHS elements stored in Boggy 

Creek itself, CFS Releasing has brought us Box of Bigfoot! These three films 

explore the Bigfoot legend from the point of view of the country folk. This leads to 

some harrowing hilarious adventures. 

Despite the horrendous picture quality there is a lot to like about the Box of 

Bigfoot. All three films are a real hoot and none of them are remotely scary you 

will definitely get a good laugh or two per film. Hell, Legend of Boggy Creek 

actually gets pretty good in its last third. 

The Legend of Boggy Creek is probably the worst looking of the three but it’s 

definitely the best film. Lots of atmosphere and it’s occasionally a little creepy. 

You never get a good look at the creature so effects are not an issue. 

The Capture of Bigfoot is silly as can be. Lots of over the top acting and cheap 

effects, the best Bigfoot comedy ever! 

The Legend of Bigfoot is a documentary featuring the guy that took the much 

debated Bigfoot footage in the 70’s and his quest to prove that Bigfoot was real. 



Decent enough, but white it probably has the best picture quality of the three, the 

there almost constant drop-outs in the sound. Very distracting! 

Overall, it’s a fun set. All three films are on one disc but with a name like Box of 

Bigfoot, and at a low price, how can you lose? 

Films: 7/10 

DVD: 5/10 

 


